Abstract. Most of our knowledge about how the brain encodes information comes from recordings of single neurons. However, computations in the brain are carried out by large groups of neurons. Modelling the joint activity of many interacting elements is computationally hard because of the large number of possible activity patterns and limited experimental data. Recently it was shown in several different neural systems that maximum entropy pairwise models, which rely only on firing rates and pairwise correlations of neurons, are excellent models for the distribution of activity patterns of neural populations, and in particular, their responses to natural stimuli. Using simultaneous recordings of large groups of neurons in the vertebrate retina responding to naturalistic stimuli, we show here that the relevant statistics required for finding the pairwise model can be accurately estimated within seconds. Furthermore, while higher order statistics may, in theory, improve model accuracy, they are, in practice, harmful for times of up to 20 minutes due to sampling noise. Finally, we demonstrate that trading accuracy for entropy may actually improve model performance when data is limited, and suggest an optimization method that automatically adjusts model constraints in order to achieve good performance.
Introduction
Sensory information is encoded in the brain by the joint activity of groups of neurons that emit stereotyped electric pulses, termed spikes, as their output [1, 2] . Importantly, when sensory systems are presented repeatedly with identical stimuli, responses vary over presentations [3, 4] . This led many researchers to use a probabilistic approach to describe and study neural coding [5, 6] . Even if we simplify neural responses into a sequence of spikes (1's) and silence (-1's), we are still faced with a potentially exponential number of activity patterns.
Clearly it is not feasible to directly sample the joint distribution of large groups of neurons. Accordingly, many studies of neural populations have either focused on small sets of neurons, or tried to base models on statistics that can be accurately estimated from limited data. Recently it was shown, in several different neural systems, that for groups of ~10 neurons the maximum entropy model which takes into account only firing rates and pairwise correlation, out of the exponential number of possible correlation functions among neurons, provides an extremely accurate approximation of neural activity pattern distribution [7] [8] [9] .
Correlation based models have a natural hierarchy, according to the order of correlation they rely on. This allows us to quantify the contribution of different orders of correlation to the total correlation in the network [10, 11] . The pairwise model is one member of this correlation based hierarchy, but other more complex models which take into account higher order correlations may also be considered. As we move up in the hierarchy, adding higher orders of correlations, the resulting models are guaranteed to give more accurate results. However, building such complex models becomes more challenging -from computational and statistical standpoints. Here we examine the sampling properties of such models and the empirical statistics they rely on. Our results indicate that the pairwise model can be accurately learned within seconds, and furthermore, taking into account higher order correlations proves harmful due to sampling noise.
Maximum entropy based hierarchy of models of correlated neural population activity
To investigate the responses of groups of neurons we recorded the simultaneous activity of dozens of retinal ganglion cells in the isolated vertebrate retina presented with natural visual stimuli [12] . We discretize time into 20 ms bins and represent the state of the network at any moment by an n-bit binary word ሼɐ ଵ ǡ ɐ ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ɐ ୬ ሽ (n being the number of neurons), where each bit corresponds to the firing of a single neuron.
Since pairs of neurons are typically weakly correlated [7, 13] , it is tempting to assume that larger neural populations can be well described by an independent model, denoted ሺଵሻ , in which the probability of a state ሼɐ ୧ ሽ is given by
ሺଵሻ is the minimal model that takes into account only the firing rates of individual neurons. It allows for efficient learning and inference, while avoiding the exponential complexity of the full joint distribution. However, small networks of ~10 neurons already display significantly correlated activity [7] , and so ሺଵሻ makes large errors in describing the activity of even small networks. As neural correlations have been shown to carry information about stimuli, which may be behaviorally relevant [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , a model that will take correlations into account is needed.
A natural extension of the independent model is to take into account correlations between pairs of neurons, in addition to the firing rates of individual neurons. The unique distribution which takes into account only pairwise correlations and firing rates, but makes no other implicit assumptions is the maximum entropy pairwise model (P (2) ) . The maximum entropy pairwise model can be found by methods of constrained optimization, specifically by finding the maximum of the following function:
where H denotes the entropy function ‫ܪ‬ሺܲሻ ൌ െ σ ܲሺሼߪሽሻ ଶ ܲሺሼߪሽሻ ሼఙሽ [19] . This is the unique model whose firing rates ൏ ߪ and coincident firing rates ൏ ߪ ߪ fit those in the data ( ൏ή denotes averages over the empirical distribution P data unless mentioned otherwise), and has maximal entropy. The h i 's and J ij 's here are Lagrange multipliers, while ߠ multiplies the normalization constraint (giving rise to the partition function Z in the following formula). The solution is known to take the form [20, 21] :
Although a joint distribution over 10 neurons may be governed by higher orders of interactions [10, [22] [23] [24] [25] , it was found that pairwise models give a surprisingly accurate approximation of the joint distribution of neural responses in different neural systems [7] [8] [9] . The contribution of network correlation, or deviation from independence, can be quantified by ‫ܫ‬ ൌ ‫ܪ‬൫ܲ ሺଵሻ ൯ െ ‫ܪ‬ሺܲሻ, and can be decomposed into a sum of contributions by different orders of correlations ‫ܫ‬ ൌ σ ‫ܫ‬
ሺሻ ୀଶ
, where ‫ܫ‬ ሺሻ corresponds to the contribution of correlations of order k (see [11] for details). The contribution of pairwise correlations to the total correlation structure is then quantified by ‫ܫ‬ ሺଶሻ Ȁ‫ܫ‬ ൌ ቀ‫ܪ‬൫ܲ ሺଵሻ ൯ െ ‫ܪ‬൫ܲ ሺଶሻ ൯ቁ Ȁ ቀ‫ܪ‬൫ܲ ሺଵሻ ൯ െ ‫ܪ‬ሺܲሻቁ (where P is the true distribution). Studies in several different neural systems have shown that pairwise correlations account for approximately 90% of the total correlation in networks of ~10 neurons [7] [8] [9] .
Sampling accuracy and robustness of maximum entropy pairwise models of neural responses
As was previously shown [7] [8] [9] , we find that although pairwise correlations are typically weak, the independence assumption fails. The distribution of synchronous spiking events (the number of spiking neurons in a single time bin, figure 1(b)) as measured in our experimental data, differs considerably from the distribution predicted by the independent model ሺଵሻ . Again, in agreement with previous reports, the pairwise model gives a very good prediction to the empirically measured quantities (figure 1(b), (c)). We show that this result is robust to specific bin size selection. For bin sizes ranging from 5 to 40 ms, the contribution of pairwise correlations to the total network correlation (measured by ‫ܫ‬ ሺଶሻ Ȁ‫ܫ‬ ) is approximately 90%, and varies very little (figure 1(d)). The only quantities we need to measure in order to uniquely determine ܲ ሺଶሻ are the firing rates ൏ ߪ and coincident firing rates ൏ ߪ ߪ . These quantities can be accurately estimated using far fewer samples than are required in order to directly estimate the full joint distribution. Interestingly, due to the low firing rates of neurons, a characteristic common to many neural systems [26] , the relative estimation error, measured by the Fano factor (variance over mean), is similar for both firing rates and coincident firing rates ( figure 2(a) ). This result does not hold for higher firing rates ( figure  2(b), (c) ).
Studies so far have used very large data sets in order to construct maximum entropy pairwise models. Clearly a large data set is necessary in order to construct the empirical distribution ܲ ௗ௧ , which enables us to measure such quantities as ‫ܫ‬ ሺଶሻ Ȁ‫ܫ‬ . But how much data do we really need in order to construct an accurate pairwise model?
To answer this question, we constructed independent ሺଵሻ , pairwise maximum entropy ሺଶሻ and triplewise maximum entropy ሺଷሻ models, for different amounts of data, and compared their performance. Figure 3(a) shows that the pairwise model converges to its final parameters after ~100 sec, as measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence (D KL , [21] ) between ሺଶሻ and the empirical distribution constructed from the entire data set. A 50 minute natural movie was presented in a loop a little over two times, resulting in approximately 2 hours of continuous stimulus presentation, thus ~350,000 samples were collected from a distribution over 1024 states. We find that ሺଶሻ becomes a more accurate model of the population activity patterns than ሺଵሻ after only 35 sec, on average.
Moreover, ሺଶሻ proves superior to the next model in the correlation based hierarchy, ሺଷሻ , which is defined analogously to ሺଶሻ , but with the addition of triplewise correlations ൏ ɐ ୧ ɐ ୨ ɐ ୩ , for times of up to 20 minutes. Thus, for a wide range of behaviorally relevant timescales, the most accurate model in the hierarchy one can construct for neural responses, and the stimuli they represent, is the pairwise model, as considering higher order correlations mainly introduces noise. Can a pairwise maximum entropy model be learned in behaviorally relevant tasks on timescales of seconds? To test this, we presented a 50 sec long natural movie to the retina repetitively for 101 times. Offline we segmented the movie into 5 clips, each 10 sec long. We constructed a pairwise model for each clip presentation, i.e. 505 different models (101 models for each of the 5 clips). We then , where X ~ Bernoulli(p=0.05) (black line), and X ~ Bernoulli(p 2 ) (gray line). The parameter p (which is analogous to firing rate) is set to be similar to the actual firing rates of neurons. (c) Same as (b) but for a higher probability of success (analogous to higher firing rate), p = 0.5. calculated the Jensen-Shannon divergence (D JS 3 , [21, 27] ) between each pair of models. When grouping models corresponding to the same visual stimulus together in the distance matrix, we clearly see that models constructed from the same stimulus are much more similar to each other than to models of other stimuli ( figure 4(a) ). This result demonstrates that pairwise models constructed using a very limited amount of data (only 10 sec) can be utilized in discrimination tasks. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, for such short periods of time the independent model is more accurate than the pairwise model. This can be seen by the higher ratio of the average distance between models corresponding to the same stimuli and the average distance between models of differing stimuli ( figure  4(b) ). Based on the results of figure 3, we expect that for clips which are a little longer than 35 seconds, ܲ ሺଶሻ will give a more accurate description of the response distribution than ܲ ሺଵሻ . We emphasize that this discrimination does not rely on averaging across repeated presentations of the same stimulus, as is commonly done, but rather stimuli can be discriminated based on a single presentation.
Relaxing constraints according to sampling certainty
Acknowledging that our empirical measurements of any observables are noisy may allow us to improve our model by trading model accuracy for increased entropy.
As evident from eq. (1.2), finding ܲ ሺଶሻ is reduced to finding the h i 's and J ij 's. Since ߉ is concave this can be done by gradient ascent based on the relevant derivatives: Leibler divergence, it provides a symmetric measure of similarity between probability distributions, which is bounded between 0 (identical distributions), and 1 (non-overlapping distributions). . For sufficiently small learning rate (ߟ ) this process is guaranteed to converge, thus we can find a solution that is arbitrarily close to the true maximum entropy distribution. In practice, to terminate learning in finite time we must set some convergence threshold, a predetermined condition which indicates that we are close enough to the desired solution. Such a condition is commonly set according to the magnitude of the gradient, i.e., the optimization halts when the overall gradient is smaller than some threshold, ԡ‫߉‬ԡ ൏ ߜ. Generally, we would like ߜ to be as small as possible in order to achieve maximal accuracy, while the only reason to increase ߜ is to allow for faster termination of the optimization procedure. However, in our case it proves beneficial to increase ߜ when sampling noise is high. We see that when only a few samples are available, corresponding to short learning periods, a model with higher ߜ is in fact closer to the empirical distribution than a more stringent model with smaller ߜ ( figure 5(a) ). This is because higher ߜ results in higher model entropy ( figure 5(b) ), thus less of an effort is made to concentrate the probability mass according to the (noisy) observations, and more of the probability mass is distributed over all possible patterns. Higher ߜ values result in higher entropy because of the initial conditions used in our optimization procedure. Since we initialize our parameters so they correspond to a uniform distribution, higher ߜ values tend to lead to higher entropy distributions upon termination of the optimization. As model accuracy improves if we adjust our model tolerances according to the noise in our estimations, we would like to automatically adjust the convergence threshold according to the confidence in our data. Every expected value estimated from our data can be approximated by a mean of a sum of Bernoulli random variables with a parameter p equal to the expected value itself. Therefore, if we require that our model's expected values are within one standard deviation from the empirical estimates, we can set the convergence threshold as follows ሺ‫‬Ȧሻ ୧ ඥ൏ ɐ ୧ ୢୟ୲ୟ ή ሺͳെ൏ ɐ ୧ ୢୟ୲ୟ ሻȀ, where N is the number of data samples. The above is correct for h i 's, to adjust for J ij 's the firing rates need to be substituted for the appropriate coincident firing rates. Hence, we have an individual convergence threshold for each parameter, which takes into account the confidence in the estimate of the relevant statistic. We denote this automatic adjustment of constraint flexibility AutoFlex, and show that the AutoFlex model is more accurate than the fixed threshold models we tested throughout our sampling range ( figure 5(a) ). We note that a more general form of using soft constraints to improve the model was presented recently by [28] , where they directly maximize the entropy given the flexibility of the constraints, while here the increase in entropy is a result of the initial conditions.
Summary
Modelling the joint distribution of many interacting elements is known to be a hard computational problem encountered in many fields, such as genetics [29] , statistical physics [30] , machine learning [31] , and image processing [32] among others [33] . As experimental technology advances, simultaneous recordings of many neurons become more readily available [34, 35] . Understanding and modelling the joint activity of groups of neurons is therefore becoming a central question in neuroscience.
Here we asked how much data is actually needed in order to construct maximum entropy models of neural population activity patterns, depending on the order of correlations that they rely on. We Figure 5 . Flexible constraints result in a more accurate model with higher entropy. (a) Comparison of the accuracy of different pairwise models calculated using either fixed convergence thresholds (dashed, dotted lines) or using sample size adjusted flexible constraints (solid line), as a function of the time used to estimate firing rates and coincident firing rates (50 samples/sec). Accuracy was measured using the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the empirical distribution estimated using the entire data set (estimated using approximately 2 hours of data, or 350,000 samples). (b) Entropy of the corresponding models from (a). Evidently, for noisy data, higher entropy results in better accuracy. The AutoFlex approach adjusts the convergence thresholds to get the best results throughout the sampling range. showed that accurate pairwise models of the responses of groups of 10 neurons can be constructed within several seconds, and that higher order correlations, which can, in theory, improve model accuracy by about 10%, are not useful for times of up to 20 minutes, due to sampling noise. Furthermore we demonstrate that by trading the accuracy of expected value reconstruction for model entropy, we can actually improve model accuracy. Finally we suggested how to adjust optimization parameters in order to rapidly construct accurate models for neural responses.
In this study we considered groups of 10 neurons, which may display up to 1024 different activity patterns. Our experimental data which consisted of 350,000 samples from a single experiment was sufficient to estimate the full probability distribution of activity patterns of this population. However, functional networks in the brain are comprised of much larger groups of neurons. It is possible that for larger networks the contribution of higher order correlations will become much more significant and pairwise models will no longer suffice, which would require different, more subtle ways to learn the nature of population activity patterns [24, 25, [36] [37] [38] [39] .
